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Abstract: We aimed to determine how patterns of functional and taxonomic dissimilarities and their
components differ between disturbed and undisturbed plant communities. Taxonomic (species) and
functional (trait) diversity are key aspects of biodiversity, and their respective dissimilarities are
important in diversity scaling and for informing conservation. We utilized a pseudo-experimental
setting, the Basingstoke Canal, UK, where sections of canal bank have been repaired over a four-year
period and are interspersed with sections left undisturbed. We collected plant community data,
computed functional beta diversity and taxonomic beta diversity and partitioned them into species
loss and replacement components. We compared disturbed and undisturbed plots with respect
to these dissimilarity measures, the time since disturbance, invasive species, plant life-forms and
environmental dissimilarity. We found high levels of taxonomic (85–90%) and functional (70–76%)
dissimilarities between disturbed and undisturbed sites, primarily driven by turnover. The total
dissimilarity was lower for functional dissimilarity than taxonomic dissimilarity. Disturbed sites
had greater between-site taxonomic and functional dissimilarities and lower plant abundances than
undisturbed sites, driven by both turnover and nestedness components. The disturbed site functional
diversity diverged strongly from null expectations. We found no significant effects of time since
disturbance, environmental variables or invasive species, possibly indicating the dominance of
stochastic, local-scale processes. However, disturbed sites had lower levels of phanerophyte richness
and higher levels of therophyte richness. Our results indicate that small-scale disturbances may
increase taxonomic and functional between-community dissimilarities in anthropogenic habitats
without increasing invasive species, lending support to local-scale conservation that enhances habitat
heterogeneity to promote taxonomic diversity and its corresponding biotic functions.

Keywords: alien species; biodiversity; functional beta diversity; habitat disturbance; habitat
management; Jaccard index; life form; Sorensen index

1. Introduction

Human modification of the landscape, including through engineering work, is increas-
ingly ubiquitous, acting to increase stresses and disturbances experienced by fauna and
flora [1]. Key scale-dependent stresses and disturbances include habitat fragmentation, the
introduction of invasive species, air and soil pollution and increased forest fires [2,3]. A
disturbance can be broadly defined as “any relatively discrete event in time that disrupts
ecosystem, community, or population structure and changes resources, substrate avail-
ability, or the physical environment” [4]. Therefore, any individual disturbance event will
result in ecological “winners” and “losers” depending on the type of disturbance, its spatial
scale and the original biotic community [5]. The ability of an individual species to either
resist or recover from a disturbance event will be determined by its characteristics, which
are defined by its functional traits [6]. Following a disturbance, a community’s composition
will therefore be affected by which species traits can persist under the environmental
conditions and by intra- and inter-specific biotic interactions given the community’s history
and dispersal constraints with respect to the regional species pool [7].
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In recent decades, efforts have been made to theoretically and empirically understand
the processes driving community assembly in relation to disturbance, for example, in
fish [8,9], birds [10,11] and plants [12,13]. However, given the complexity of the underlying
ecological processes, which vary on spatial and temporal scales and between taxa, and given
the diversity of methodological approaches, no consensus on drivers of community assem-
bly has been reached [7,14–17]. Understanding how communities respond to disturbance
by disentangling community assembly processes is key for informing effective conservation
and for understanding broad-scale phenomena such as biotic homogenization [18].

In this research, to study the response of plant assemblages to a small-scale disturbance,
we utilized a pseudo-experimental system produced via canal bank engineering. The
disturbance comprised the total removal of above- and below-ground biomass and its
replacement with dredged material from the canal following annual bank engineering
work that occurred each winter across a four-year period. Dredged materials vary greatly in
their chemical properties, often containing high concentrations of nutrients and pollutants,
including heavy metals [19,20], and have been associated with an increased likelihood
of seedling establishment [21]. Although they do not undergo flooding events, highly
fragmented canal towpath habitats are analogous to urbanised riparian plant communities.
They are vulnerable to the introduction of invasive species from private gardens [22],
meaning that even if the disturbance causes the loss of native species, invasive species may
lead to net increases in beta diversity [23]. For example, a study on the urbanisation of
riparian habitats concluded that functional beta diversity and taxonomic beta diversity
increased during urbanisation due to invasive species and environmental heterogeneity [24].
However, even when a disturbance date is known (e.g., flooding or fire events), many
studies use only phenomenological data (e.g., [24–26]), complicating the interpretation
of results due to variations in the initial biomass [27,28]. An experimental study altering
the initial composition of grassland communities reported a reduction in functional beta
diversity over time due to environmental filtering [27]. However, the same study also
reported the maintenance of a high level of taxonomic beta diversity due to the stochastic
biotic interactions of the founding species. Although experimental studies are relatively
uncommon, by controlling complicating variables (e.g., dispersal), they can be utilised to
better understand small-scale compositional drivers [7,29]. Pseudo-experimental studies
additionally allow for the dispersal of species often not considered in experimental studies,
such as rare species or ornamental invasive species.

Ecological communities have usually been assessed using measures of taxonomic
diversity (TD), which provides information about species distribution and abundance at
local (alpha diversity) and regional (gamma diversity) scales [30]. Further, community
dissimilarity can be quantified using measures of beta diversity, which is most simply
expressed as the relationship between alpha and gamma diversity [31–36]. Beta diversity
links the scales at which information on biodiversity is available and conservation deci-
sions are typically made [37]. For the conservation of healthy ecosystems, both function
(abiotic and biotic processes) and structure (physical characteristics and ecological com-
munities) should be considered [38]. Correlating TD with environmental variables can
provide information about possible drivers of community composition (abundance and
diversity) but not about the structure and function of these communities [39,40]. Further,
TD can vary quite independently of FD [41]. Therefore, in ecology, there has been a
recent push to quantify functional diversity (FD), which can be measured broadly as the
values and ranges of functional traits within ecological communities [42–44]. Functional
traits are defined as characteristics (morphological, physiological or phenological) that
modulate survival, growth or reproduction, indirectly affecting organism fitness [45].
FD can therefore be used alongside TD to understand the biotic and abiotic interactions
between individuals and their environments, better elucidating the ecological processes
driving community assembly [44].
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Many beta diversity indices which calculate the total dissimilarity between ecological
communities exist [46,47]. However, it has long been recognized that total dissimilarity
represents two antithetic processes: species loss or gain (manifest in nestedness) and
species replacement (turnover [48]). Therefore, studies quantifying taxonomic beta diversity
and functional beta diversity may achieve similar beta diversity values for communities
driven by opposing processes [49]. Few (but increasing) studies assessing drivers of
community composition have quantified the role of disturbance using the functional
turnover and functional nestedness components of beta diversity, and even fewer studies
have applied this to urban or urbanised habitats or (pseudo-)experimental settings [50]
(Table S1). Our pseudo-experimental study aims to assess the relative roles of turnover
and nestedness patterns in driving functional beta diversity and taxonomic beta diversity
between engineered canal towpath plant communities and control sites. This will better
inform conservation in terms of how local-scale disturbance affects the composition of
plant communities [48,51].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site

Our fieldwork was conducted on the towpath bank of the Basingstoke Canal
(Figures 1 and 2) from June to August 2020. The Basingstoke Canal comprises a 50-km-long
habitat of local recreational and conservation importance [52–55]. Its conservation value
is especially relevant for aquatic macrophytes, bats and dragonflies, and most of its
length is designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Wetland floral surveys
of the canal, which have been carried out every four years since 1986, have found a
continuing decline in the biodiversity of the SSSI which is attributable to a combina-
tion of shading, the competitive exclusion of bank species and their replacement by
heterogenous dominant species, and boat traffic [56].

Bank engineering work is conducted annually by the Basingstoke Canal Association to
infill sites of erosion, which are primarily caused by dogs (Figure 1a). Soft bank engineering,
shown in Figure 1b, was conducted from November to March in 2016–2017, 2017–2018 and
2019–2020, following a standardized methodology. The methodology involved the complete
removal of vegetation (including the seed bank) and its replacement with dredged material
from the surrounding canal. The dredged material is secured by metal wire, wooden posts
and geo-mesh, and planting is allowed to re-establish naturally.

2.2. Data Collection

The vegetation quadrats were 1 m2 and rectangular in shape (2 m by 0.5 m), as
determined by pilot research (Section S2), and matched the shape and size of many
bank engineering sites. The quadrats were located using a stratified random sampling
design. First, we numbered all soft-engineered bank sites ≥ 2 m in length and ≥10 m
from one another from 2016, 2017 and 2019. Then, we used a random number generator
to select at least 20 of the sites for each year of engineering work. Paired non-engineered
sites with comparable levels of shading and surrounding habitat were then selected. A
distance range of 10–60 m between site pairs was chosen as no consensus on paired-site
distance was found in the literature, and this range allowed similar site conditions to be
identified whilst controlling for Tobler’s first rule of geography (“near things are more
related than distant things” [57]). The coordinates for all 138 sites were collected using
a Garmin eTrex 10 and plotted in QGIS 3.12 software (Figure 2) with an error of ~4 m,
which was calculated by comparing multiple GPS readings to known coordinates. Paired
environmental and additional biological data were also collected at each site (Table 1).
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Figure 1. Illustration of engineering treatment. Photographs (a,b) were taken by Brittany Pugh. 
Photo (a) shows typical bank erosion, primarily caused by dogs, which is infilled using bank engi-
neering (b). Photo (b) shows “in-progress” bank engineering. Existing above- and below-ground 
vegetation is removed and replaced with brush and dredged material, which is held in place by wire 
supports and a biodegradable mesh membrane attached to wooden posts using galvanised metal 
staples. Plants are then allowed to re-establish naturally. However, sometimes some vegetation re-
mains (photo b). Note that although the soft-engineering design is standardized, the size of the area 
affected varies according to extent of erosion. 

Figure 1. Illustration of engineering treatment. Photographs (a,b) were taken by Brittany Pugh. Photo
(a) shows typical bank erosion, primarily caused by dogs, which is infilled using bank engineering (b).
Photo (b) shows “in-progress” bank engineering. Existing above- and below-ground vegetation is
removed and replaced with brush and dredged material, which is held in place by wire supports and
a biodegradable mesh membrane attached to wooden posts using galvanised metal staples. Plants
are then allowed to re-establish naturally. However, sometimes some vegetation remains (photo b).
Note that although the soft-engineering design is standardized, the size of the area affected varies
according to extent of erosion.

Table 1. Paired environmental and additional biological data collected at all 138 study sites. Site
pairs were evaluated against these variables (particularly canopy cover) to ensure similarity of
environmental conditions.

Variable Definition Collection Method Method Reference Notes

Canopy Closure
Percent of sky hemisphere

occupied by vegetation, viewed
from a single point [58].

GLAMA 3.0 App and
external Mpow 180 Degree

Supreme Fisheye Lens
[59,60]

Canopy Closure and Modified
Canopy Closure with/without a 40◦

horizon mask (to control for 150◦
cropping by smartphone screen).

Canopy Cover
Percent of plot area occupied by

the vertical projection of
tree crowns [61]

% Canopy Cover App and
built-in smartphone camera [62]

Photo always perpendicular to canal
bank, photo converted to binary and

cut level designated by eye.

Inflorescence Abundance

A single inflorescence is a
complete flower head

irrespective of morphology
(e.g., singular/clustered)

Visual assessment [63]

Inflorescence Type
Corolla morphology defined as

either “open”,
“tubular” or “closed”.

Visual assessment [64]

Bare ground % Percent of 2 m × 0.5 m plot not
covered by vegetation. Visual estimation N/A
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Table 1. Cont.

Variable Definition Collection Method Method Reference Notes

Pollinator Abundance

Insects touching the
reproductive parts of a plant

within the plot area; pollinators
grouped into morphological

categories to avoid
misidentification. Species

accumulation curve was used to
identify 10 min as the optimum

sampling time.

Followed methodology of UK
Pollinator Monitoring scheme

with added morphological
categories of flies > 3 mm and

flies < 3 mm.

[65,66]

From 9 am to 6 pm [63]
cloudy days ≥ 15 ◦C,
sunny days ≥ 17 ◦C,
no wind and no rain.

Pollinator Habitats
Y/N recorded for whether there
was dead wood, brush piles or

patchy, sheltered ground.
Visual assessment [67,68]

Pollinator habitat production must
take into account all life stages.

Assessment within 15 m of
each study site.

Tree Cover Type
Species composing the

overhead tree canopy were
identified and recorded.

PictureThis (2.6.4) App and
Visual-flora online key [69,70] Only the presence/absence of tree

species, not relative abundances.

Aquatic Macrophytes

Presence/absence of emergent
and/or submerged

macrophytes directly adjacent
to the study site.

Visual assessment N/A
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Figure 2. Map of all 69 bank-engineered site locations sampled in this study along the Basingstoke
Canal, UK, produced using QGIS (3.22) software and the ESRI Light Grey base map layer. The
Natural Earth 10 m Countries Boundaries layer (v5.1.1) was used for the inset map. At least
20 sites ≥ 2 m in length and ≥10 m apart were chosen at random from each engineering year
(diamonds 2016–2017, triangles 2017–2018 and circles 2019–2020) out of a total of 172 sites for all
years. Paired sites with similar conditions of shading, surrounding land use and water plant type
and presence or absence were also sampled, each 10–60 m from its pair. All coordinates are in
British National Grid (EPSG:27700).
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For canal bank plant communities, the distinction between bank and aquatic species is
quite subjective. As the quadrats contained many emergent species (species growing at the
canal margin and rooted at or below the water surface, including the towpath edge [71]),
they were included in the study, provided that they were within the terrestrial quadrat
area. The quadrats were placed in the centres of bank-engineered sites (lengths of which
ranged from 2.0 to 39.7 m). Plant species were identified using a combination of the Online
Atlas of British and Irish Flora [72], the Visual-flora index [69] and the PictureThis (V2.6.4)
mobile application (results from such machine learning applications can be comparable to
expert identification [73,74]).

Although categorical traits including life history, invasiveness and growth form are
important for disturbance ecology within the literature [75–78], calculations of partitioned
functional beta diversity only used continous traits [79]. Laughlin [80] suggests that 3–5 traits
are required to characterise the FD of plant communities, and we used three core traits that
are universally representative of the plant life cycle: the normal maximum generative plant
height (“plant height”), dry seed (or dispersule) mass (“seed mass”) and specific leaf area
(“SLA”) [75,81–83] (Table 2). Trait values for 130 species in this study were extracted from
the TRY database [84]. Where possible, trait values extracted from TRY were drawn from the
Ecological Flora of the British Isles (ECOFLORA [85]) and LEDA [86] datasets. However, if no
trait values were available from ECOFLORA and LEDA, other TRY datasets were utilised.
Functional beta diversity calculations are sensitive to missing values, so the Plants for a
Future (PFAF) and Grime et al. [87] datasets were used to infill data missing from all TRY
databases [88,89]. To account for intraspecific variability (e.g., collection area and sampling
strategy) and to estimate the local representativeness of traits from TRY datasets, pre-infilled
TRY traits were compared with ordinal UK trait data extracted from Grime et al. [87] using
Spearman’s rank correlation.

Table 2. The ecological implications of key functional traits identified within the literature as being
important for post-disturbance community composition in addition to justification for their inclusion
or exclusion in this study. L-H-S is defined as the leaf–height–seed spectrum of plant traits [81], and
C-S-R is the competitors, stress tolerators and ruderals classification system of plants according to
their traits, designed by Grime [90].

Trait Ecological Implications References Justification for Inclusion/Exclusion

Specific leaf area (SLA)

Competitive ability, stress tolerance and
potential relative growth rate. Correlated

negatively with leaf longevity and positively
with leaf nitrogen.

[75,83,91–93]

Included: relatively stable traits and all
components of the L-H-S spectrum

(Westoby, 1998 [81]) informative of the
C-S-R spectrum important in

disturbance ecology (Grime, 1977 [90]).
Generative plant height

Competitive ability, potential lifespan, fecundity
and whether a plant can achieve reproductive

height between disturbance events. Closely
related to aboveground biomass.

Seed (or dispersule) mass Dispersal capacity, establishment ability,
longevity in seed bank and fecundity.

Plant life form and
plant growth form

Establishment ability, invasiveness
and disturbance response. [92,94]

Rejected: categorical traits cannot be
included in calculations for partitioning
pairwise functional beta diversity [95].

Leaf life span Stress tolerance, trade-off between defence and
growth rate, and leaf litter decomposition rate. [92]

Resprouting capacity after
major disturbance

Stress tolerance, likelihood of major disturbance
events. Negatively correlated with

reproduction and growth rate.
[83]

Life history Disturbance response, establishment and
invasiveness. [83]

Invasiveness Establishment; disturbance tolerance. [76]

Leaf nitrogen and
leaf phosphorus

Potential relative growth rate. Often correlated
with SLA, nutritional quality for consumers and

mass-based maximum photosynthetic rate.
[83,93]

Rejected: high intraspecific variation
depending on soil types/nutrient

loading [83]—data from global TRY
database unlikely to be suitable for

this study scale.

Leaf water content Water stress tolerance, relative growth rate and
linked to salinity tolerance. [75,83] Rejected: varies diurnally and with

relative soil moisture [83]
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2.3. Data Analysis

The seed mass and plant height data were positively skewed (as is typical), resulting
in ecologically relevant differences between low trait values that were underrepresented by
the raw data [89]. Following Májeková et al. [89], who tested the effects of transformations
on functional trait data and found that log transformations best improved normality and
led to greater accuracy in FD indices for contexts in which the exact values of traits are not
important (as here), we log(10)-transformed both variables. This greatly reduced skew in
the residuals of our models. For SLA, for which there was a low level of skew, we did not
apply a transformation.

All statistical tests were performed using R 4.0.0 [96] and RStudio 1.3.1 [97] with a
significance threshold of p < 0.05. We compared species incidence data between disturbed
sites and undisturbed sites using a paired samples t-test, and abundance data (relative % of
plot minus bare ground cover) were compared using a Mann–Whitney U test. Taxonomic
beta diversity and functional beta diversity were partitioned into relative nestedness and
turnover components using the “betapart” package [79]. Taxonomic beta diversity and
functional beta diversity can be calculated and additively portioned using either the Jaccard
or Sørensen indices [18,48,98] (Table 3).

When additively partitioned using the Sørensen, Jaccard or equivalent indices, func-
tional beta diversity and taxonomic beta diversity are directly comparable (e.g., their mean
differences are meaningful [18]). However, it is important to recognize the differences in
what functional beta diversity and taxonomic beta diversity represent. In taxonomic beta
diversity, both indices are based on the number of shared species between two sites and
the number of species only present at one of the sites (Table 3). Functional beta diversity
is determined by calculating the intersecting and non-intersecting parts of convex hulls
in a multidimensional trait space [18]). Therefore, for this study, a high level of functional
beta diversity represents a higher level of dissimilarity in functional traits with: (1) a high
seed mass often representing greater seedling establishment success and a low seed mass
representing a higher relative dispersal capacity, (2) a lower plant height at maturity typ-
ically representing lower competitive abilities and shorter lifespans, and (3) higher SLA
values representing a higher average growth rate and greater competitive ability [81,83,91].
Individual trait beta diversity cannot be partitioned using the “betapart” package [79].

Although the Jaccard and Sørensen indices are strongly related [99], their relationship is
monotonic such that at high turnover, the total Sørensen dissimilarity (βsor) is lower than the
total Jaccard dissimilarity (βjac), but the turnover components (βsim and βjtu, respectively) are
almost identical (the nestedness-resultant component comprises the difference betweenβsor/jac
and βsim/jne). On the other hand, when turnover is low, βsor and βjac are almost identical,
but βsim and βjtu reach maximum differentiation with a lower βsim value [98,100]. This
difference is attributable to the different weighting of shared species in which βsor measures
the proportion of unique species per site (denominator 2a + b + c), and βjac measures the
unique species within the species pool (denominator a + b + c; Table 3; [98]). Thus, βsor is less
sensitive to highly heterogenous datasets (including this study), despite βsor not meeting the
triangle inequality [101,102]. Given these considerations, in this paper, we report results from
both βsor and βjac to assess the robustness of the conclusions drawn to the indices used.

Abundance data can be partitioned using the Bray–Curtis (βbray, equivalent to Sørensen)
or Ruzicka (βruz, equivalent to Jaccard) indices [103–105]. Nestedness is represented by
an equal decline of all species’ abundances (abundance gradient, βgra), and turnover is
represented by the magnitude of decline in one species’ abundance being offset by an
increase in the abundance of another species (balanced variation in abundance, βbal) be-
tween sites [103]. Although abundance and species incidence data show similar patterns of
between-site dissimilarity for both indices (Section S3), abundance dissimilarity is less sen-
sitive to the overestimation of turnover due to rare species as these are downweighed [106].
Therefore, we used abundance dissimilarity.
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Table 3. Formulae for Sørensen and Jaccard families of indices. These additive partitioning indices
make up the basis for functional, species incidence and abundance data β partitioning as well as the
basis for multiple site dissimilarity indices. Note that nestedness is better termed nestedness-resultant
diversity (total dissimilarity − turnover = nestedness). In the formulae, a represents the number of
species shared between two sites, while b and c represent the number of species in site 1 but not site 2,
and vice versa, respectively. Source: adapted from [98].

Index Partitioned Component Formula References

Sørensen βsor Total Sørensen dissimilarity b+c
2a+b+c [33,107]

βsim Simpson dissimilarity
(turnover component of Sørensen)

min(b,c)
a+min(b,c)

[32,107,108]

βsne Nestedness-resultant
component of Sørensen

max(b,c)−min(b,c)
2a+b+c ∗ a

a+min(b,c)
[48]

Jaccard βjac Total Jaccard dissimilarity b+c
a+b+c [31,107]

βjtu Turnover component of Jaccard 2min(b,c)
a+2min(b,c)

[98]

βjne Nestedness-resultant
component of Jaccard

max(b,c)−min(b,c)
a+b+c ∗ a

a+2min(b,c)
[98]

Paired site dissimilarity (i.e., between a disturbed site and its undisturbed twin) data
were extracted from taxonomic abundance and functional dissimilarity matrices and trans-
formed using the arcsine square root transformation method to stabilize variance. Arcsine
transformations have been criticized for reducing the interpretability of predictions [109]
but were necessary to meet the homogeneity of variance and normality assumptions in
an analysis of variance (ANOVA), and our focus here is on difference testing rather than
parameter estimation. Two-way ANOVAs taking the years 2016, 2017 and 2019 and the beta
diversity type (taxonomic or functional) as fixed factors and the paired-site dissimilarity as
the response were calculated to compare the relative dissimilarity between years.

We calculated dissimilarity centroids for each disturbance treatment (disturbed
and undisturbed). For example, for disturbed sites, the centroid represents the aver-
age dissimilarity between each disturbed site and each other disturbed site. We used
permutation-based two-way ANOVAs (PERMANOVAs) to compare centroids of beta
diversity between groups, with disturbance treatment (disturbed or undisturbed) and
beta diversity type (taxonomic or functional) as fixed factors and pairwise dissimilar-
ity matrices (between all disturbed sites and all undisturbed sites) as response vari-
ables. For this, we used 999 permutations and the “RVAideMemoire” package [110]. As
13 sites had to be removed to calculate the functional beta diversity (because ≤ 4 species
were present), these sites were also removed for the taxonomic beta diversity. Although
balanced non-parametric PERMANOVAs are robust to within-group variance hetero-
geneity, homogeneity of variance is still assumed [111]. A permutation-based Bartlett’s
test with 999 permutations found significant differences for within-group variance for
all ANOVA groups (p < 0.001 for all groups, 9999 permutations). These differences may
slightly increase type I error rates, which we consider when interpreting results.

To quantify the impact of environmental factors on variations in partitioned taxonomic
and functional beta diversity, we used Mantel tests. These compared dissimilarity matrices
to Euclidian distance matrices for shading (canopy cover) and geographic distance data
(as a proxy for other environmental variables, which tend to be spatially autocorrelated).
We used the “vegan” package in R, with 9999 permutations [112]. At small spatial extents,
Euclidian distance provides comparable results to Haversine distance measures [113].

Independent samples Chi-square tests were computed to test the differences between
disturbed and undisturbed quadrats in terms of numbers of invasive species and phanero-
phyte and therophyte plant life forms.
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Following the methodology by Swenson [114], we created a null model based on
species name shuffling for functional traits weighted by abundance (providing more
biologically relevant results than presence–absence data [115]). The null model was created
in R to compare the observed mean pairwise distance for FD to a null distribution for
disturbed and undisturbed sites. We fixed the community data matrix and within-species
trait correlations (without replacement), meaning that the randomizations were shuffling
only species-level trait values among communities. The purpose was to test whether
the observed community-level trait values differed from random expectation. Although
they can disrupt functional relatedness patterns, name-shuffling models overcome biases
produced by shuffling community data matrices [114].

3. Results

Both the mean species incidence and abundance were significantly lower in disturbed
sites than in undisturbed sites (Figure 3; p < 0.001). In total, there were 1224 species inci-
dences in 138 sites, with the most abundant species being Urtica dioica, Rubus fruticosus agg.
and Geum urbanum.
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values are indicated by red circles and outliers are indicated by white circles.

3.1. Trait Validation and Overall Functional and Taxonomic Dissimilarity

Figure 4 shows results from our test of concordance between trait data from different
sources (see Section 2.2, above), in which we carried out Spearman’s rank correlations
between ordinal data from Grime et al. [87] and the equivalent, continuous trait data from
the TRY database. The data correlated well for log(10) plant height and log(10) seed mass,
but there was no correlation for SLA.

We found a high level of total dissimilarity between site pairs (i.e., each disturbed
site and its twin undisturbed site), driven by a high rate of turnover and low nestedness
for both FD and TD (Figure 5). The mean turnover and total dissimilarity were generally
higher and nestedness was lower for taxonomic than for functional nestedness.
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3.2. Time since Disturbance

Again, using site pairs (each disturbed site and its undisturbed twin), we found little
effect of time since disturbance (Table 4; Figure S2). A two-way ANOVA with β-type and
partitioned components found significant differences between FD and TD means. The
mean turnover was significantly higher (p < 0.001) than mean nestedness for both β-types
for both indices. No significant differences between pairwise β-types for year means (2016,
2017 and 2019) were found (Table 4). Weak but marginally significant interaction effects
between β-type and year were, however, observed for nestedness-resultant components,
meaning that differences in nestedness between β-types were influenced slightly by the
time since disturbance.

Table 4. Results of two-way ANOVAs with years (2016, 2017 and 2019) and β-type (functional or
taxonomic) as fixed factors and dissimilarity between site pairs (twinned disturbed and undisturbed
sites) as response variables. Note that although partitioned components are referred to as “turnover”
and “nestedness”, taxonomic abundance dissimilarity calculated using the Ruzicka and Bray–Curtis
indices actually calculates balanced variation in abundance (analogous to turnover) and abundance
gradients (analogous to nestedness-resultant components). Significance is indicated by * p ≤ 0.05 and
*** p ≤ 0.001.

Partitioned Component Fixed Factors df Error df F p

Jaccard Turnover Year 1 108 0.595 0.442
Beta type 1 108 29.028 0.000 ***

Year: Beta type 1 108 1.138 0.288

Jaccard Nestedness Year 1 108 1.133 0.290
Beta type 1 108 12.891 0.000 ***

Year: Beta type 1 108 4.928 0.029 *
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Table 4. Cont.

Partitioned Component Fixed Factors df Error df F p

Jaccard Total Year 1 108 0.022 0.883
Beta type 1 108 33.621 0.000 ***

Year: Beta type 1 108 1.289 0.259

Sørensen Turnover Year 1 108 0.627 0.430
Beta type 1 108 27.881 0.000 ***

Year: Beta type 1 108 1.224 0.271

Sørensen Nestedness Year 1 108 1.228 0.270
Beta type 1 108 6.683 0.011 *

Year: Beta type 1 108 6.487 0.012 *

Sørensen Total Year 1 108 0.013 0.910
Beta type 1 108 32.118 0.000 ***

Year: Beta type 1 108 0.952 0.331
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Figure 5. Pairwise dissimilarity between site pairs (twinned disturbed and undisturbed sites) for
total dissimilarity and for its turnover (or balanced variation in abundance for abundance data) and
nestedness-resultant (or abundance gradients for abundance data) components; (a,b) show functional
beta diversity (Jaccard and Sørensen, respectively); (c,d) show taxonomic beta diversity calculated
using abundance data (Ruzicka and Bray–Curtis, respectively).
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3.3. Dissimilarity within Each Disturbance Treatment

We found significant differences between the centroids (Table 5) of disturbance treat-
ments for all components of dissimilarity except Jaccard/Ruzicka turnover (Table 6), with
greater dissimilarity among disturbed sites than among undisturbed sites.

Table 5. Mean (centroid) group values for total beta and partitioned component centroids from
dissimilarity matrices with one standard error (SE). All values are rounded to three decimal places.
Treatment refers to disturbed versus undisturbed dissimilarity matrices and beta type refers to
taxonomic versus functional dissimilarity matrices. Note that although partitioned components
are referred to as “turnover” and “nestedness” (short for nestedness-resultant), the taxonomic
abundance beta calculated using the Ruzicka and Bray–Curtis indices actually calculates balanced
variation in abundance (analogous to turnover) and abundance gradients (analogous to nestedness-
resultant components).

Treatment Mean Disturbed SE Mean Undisturbed SE

Jaccard/Ruzicka Turnover 0.732 0.003 0.735 0.003
Jaccard/Ruzicka Nestedness 0.569 0.005 0.508 0.005

Jaccard/Ruzicka Total dissimilarity 0.888 0.002 0.834 0.002
Sørensen/Bray–Curtis Turnover 0.297 0.004 0.228 0.003

Sørensen/Bray–Curtis Nestedness 0.186 0.003 0.105 0.002
Sørensen/Bray–Curtis Total dissimilarity 0.819 0.002 0.734 0.002

Beta Diversity Type Mean Taxonomic SE Mean Functional SE

Jaccard/Ruzicka Turnover 0.588 0.003 0.879 0.001
Jaccard/Ruzicka Nestedness 0.210 0.003 0.867 0.002

Jaccard/Ruzicka Total dissimilarity 0.798 0.002 0.923 0.001
Sørensen/Bray–Curtis Turnover 0.460 0.003 0.066 0.001

Sørensen/Bray–Curtis Nestedness 0.226 0.003 0.066 0.001
Sørensen/Bray–Curtis Total dissimilarity 0.686 0.002 0.867 0.002

Table 6. Results of permutation-based two-way ANOVAs with treatment (disturbed sites versus
undisturbed sites) and β-type (functional or taxonomic) as fixed factors and dissimilarity matrices
of partitioned pairwise β as the response variables with 999 permutations. Note that although par-
titioned components are referred to as “turnover” and “nestedness” (short for nestedness-resultant),
the taxonomic abundance β calculated using the Ruzicka and Bray–Curtis indices actually calculates
the balanced variation in abundance (analogous to turnover) and abundance gradients (analogous to
nestedness-resultant components). Significance is indicated by * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01 and *** p ≤ 0.001.

Partitioned Component Fixed Factors df Error F-Value p-Value Sig.

Jaccard/Ruzicka Turnover Treatment 1 12,316 0.574 0.455
Beta type 1 12,316 7099.02 0.000 ***

Treatment: Beta type 1 12,316 30.142 0.000 ***

Jaccard/Ruzicka Nestedness Treatment 1 12,316 387.044 0.001 ***
Beta type 1 12,316 44,128.5 0.001 ***

Treatment: Beta type 1 12,316 30.753 0.001 ***

Jaccard/Ruzicka Total Treatment 1 12,316 733.303 0.001 ***
Beta type 1 12,316 3925.17 0.001 ***

Treatment: Beta type 1 12,316 10.496 0.003 **

Sørensen/Bray–Curtis Treatment 1 12,316 387.840 0.001 ***
Beta type 1 12,316 12,684.1 0.001 ***

Treatment: Beta type 1 12,316 103.950 0.001 ***

Sørensen/Bray–Curtis Treatment 1 12,316 728.272 0.001 ***
Nestedness Beta type 1 12,316 2868.25 0.001 ***

Treatment: Beta type 1 12,316 62.265 0.001 ***

Sørensen/Bray–Curtis Total Treatment 1 12,316 926.226 0.001 ***
Beta type 1 12,316 4200.59 0.001 ***

Treatment: Beta type 1 12,316 4.479 0.034 *
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A null model with 999 permutations indicated that the results for undisturbed sites
were not distinguishable from the random expectation of functional diversity (standardised
effect size = –0.277 from randomly shuffling species). In contrast, the functional diversity
for disturbed sites was significantly higher than expected from the null model (standardised
effect size = 2.626; Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Null distribution histogram of 999 permutations of mean pairwise distance for functional
diversity in which species names for traits have been randomly shuffled and the community data
matrix and within-species trait relationships were fixed. Observed mean pairwise distance functional
diversity values for disturbed and undisturbed sites are displayed as red lines in relation to the null
distribution. Whilst undisturbed sites are close to the mean null expectation, the mean functional
diversity for disturbed sites is significantly higher.

3.4. Effects of Environmental Variables

We found little evidence for effects of environmental variables in this dataset (Table 7).
All correlations between canopy cover and functional dissimilarity were not significantly
different from zero. The same was true for correlations between canopy cover and taxonomic
dissimilarity. For geographic distance, all correlations were, again, close to zero, but those
for turnover were significantly positive (Table 7)—that is, sites further apart tended to have
slightly higher turnover (both functional and taxonomic) than those closer together. These
results are robust to correlation methods (very similar for Spearman’s rank correlation).

Table 7. Mantel tests of pairwise dissimilarity calculated using the “vegan” package in R with
Pearson’s correlation. Functional and taxonomic abundance beta diversity were calculated using
partitioned Sørensen (and Bray–Curtis, which is equivalent to Sørensen for abundance) and Jaccard
(and Ruzicka which is equivalent to Jaccard for abundance data) indices. The resulting total dissimi-
larity, turnover and nestedness-resultant distance matrices were correlated with distance matrices
for canopy cover (%) and geographical distance. Values provided are Mantel’s r, with significance
indicated as * 0.05 > p > 0.01, *** p = 0.001. p values were derived from 9999 permutations using
Pearson’s Correlation.

Dissimilarity Measure Notation Canopy Cover Geographic Distance

Functional Diversity Mantel’s r p Mantel’s r p

Total Sørensen dissimilarity βsor −0.07253 0.989 0.007229 0.358
Simpson (Turnover) βsim −0.05412 0.885 0.06611 * 0.018

Nestedness (Sørensen) Bsne 0.01832 0.333 −0.06292 0.982
Total Jaccard dissimilarity βjac −0.06862 0.990 0.006352 0.371

Turnover (Jaccard) βjtu −0.05653 0.899 0.06962 * 0.014
Nestedness (Jaccard) βjne 0.03228 0.217 −0.06837 0.991
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Table 7. Cont.

Dissimilarity Measure Notation Canopy Cover Geographic Distance

Functional Diversity Mantel’s r p Mantel’s r p

Taxonomic (abundance) diversity
Total Bray–Curtis dissimilarity βbray −0.02003 0.708 0.05349 * 0.049

Turnover equivalent
(Bray–Curtis) βbray_bal 0.03625 0.111 0.08619 *** 0.000

Nestedness equivalent
(Bray–Curtis) βbray_gra −0.05267 0.921 −0.04825 0.973

Total Ruzicka dissimilarity βruz −0.0163 0.674 0.04805 * 0.036
Turnover equivalent (Ruzicka) βruz_bal 0.03711 0.095 0.07966 *** 0.000

Nestedness equivalent (Ruzicka) βruz_gra −0.04767 0.921 −0.06576 0.997

3.5. Invasion Status and Life-Form

Most plant life forms were approximately equally distributed between disturbed and
undisturbed sites (Figure 7). The two significant exceptions were phanerophytes, which
were more often found in undisturbed sites, and therophytes, which were more often found
in undisturbed sites.
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Figure 7. Counts of species life forms in disturbed and undisturbed sites. CH = chamaephyte; CHW
= woody chamaephyte; G = geophyte; H = hemicryptophyte; HEL = helophyte; PH = phanerophyte;
TH = therophyte; WET = wide-ranging wetland helophyte or hydrophyte. A Chi2 test indicated that
phanerophytes were more often found in undisturbed sites and therophytes were more often found
in disturbed sites (p = 0.024).
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Regarding invasion status, we found no significant differences (Chi2(2, 190) = 0.585,
p = 0.746) between disturbed and undisturbed sites in occurrences of neophytes, archaeo-
phytes and natives. Occurrences of neophytes (i.e., more recently introduced species)
were low throughout (6.32% of occurrences in disturbed sites and 9.47% of occurrences
in undisturbed sites).

4. Discussion

This study aimed to utilize the pseudo-experimental setting offered by canal bank
engineering to better understand drivers of community assembly. Specifically, we focused
on dissimilarities (beta diversity, β) between disturbed and undisturbed plant communities
and dissimilarities between communities within each of these treatments. We found high
levels of taxonomic (85–90%) and functional (70–76%) dissimilarities between disturbed
and undisturbed sites, which were primarily driven by turnover (Figure 5). This first
finding aligns with many previous, relevant small-scale studies that found a high level of
total dissimilarity between disturbed and undisturbed sites [25–27,116] (Table S1). While
dissimilarities between disturbed and undisturbed communities were primarily driven
by turnover for both taxonomic-β and functional-β, the relative nestedness component
was larger for functional-β. A nestedness-dominated β is more commonly attributed
to stronger environmental gradients than those in this study [117] (Table S1). Within
the treatments, the disturbed sites had greater between-site taxonomic and functional
dissimilarities and a lower plant abundance than undisturbed sites, driven by both turnover
and nestedness components. The disturbed site functional diversity diverged strongly
from null expectations, while the undisturbed site functional diversity did not. These
within-treatment findings suggest positive contributions of disturbances to biodiversity.
The following sections discuss these main findings in more detail.

4.1. Taxonomic-β and Functional-β

At small scales, a very simplified framework for viewing the impact of disturbance is
that net decreases in β (producing more similar community compositions) occur via the
environmental filtering of disturbance-tolerant communities, whereas increases in β (pro-
ducing more distinct communities) occur via processes of competitive biotic interactions.
However, in either scenario, the net β is also influenced by factors such as community
biomass, spatial scale and the regional species pool [13]. For taxonomic diversity, we
found a high level of total dissimilarity between disturbed and undisturbed site pairs
(Figure 5) and higher level of dissimilarity between disturbed sites (i.e., within treatment)
than between undisturbed sites (Table 5). Previous small-scale studies have, as noted
herein, reported high taxonomic-β driven by turnover following a disturbance [25,118].
For instance, a study quantifying taxonomic-β in semi-arid woodlands of varying burn
severity concluded that the taxonomic-β was primarily driven by turnover at all levels of
burn severity. In that case, the highest taxonomic-β was found at the lowest burn severity
level and β decreased with disturbance (burn) intensity [116].

At very small spatial scales (e.g., 1 m2), disturbed and undisturbed site pairs may be
expected to display a high level of dissimilarity (driven by turnover, as seen in this study)
because of three key factors: a low level of species richness, stochastic dispersal and inter-
and intra-species interactions. The additive partitioning of pairwise β using the Sørensen
or Jaccard indices (or their abundance equivalents) limits turnover to the species richness
of the less-diverse site [18]. A dissimilarity involving disturbed sites, with their lower
mean species richness (Figure 3), is more likely to be associated with a higher pairwise
dissimilarity through a sampling effect. Therefore, the low species richness of the disturbed
sites may partly explain the high pairwise turnover and level of total dissimilarity displayed
in this study. Although its effect is often tested using null models [119], a low level of
species richness producing β patterns is almost never discussed in papers partitioning β

(however, see [13]) and may affect null model interpretation. Equally, the impact of low
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levels of species richness producing a high level of total-dissimilarity via turnover should
be considered by assessing β patterns at a range of scales in future studies [120].

The small-scale random dispersal of founding species has been shown to affect sub-
sequent species identities via facilitation or inhibition, increasing between-site β [27].
Dispersal effects may be particularly strong in highly fragmented urban habitats (such as
those surrounding the Basingstoke Canal in this study), where the dispersal of invasive
ornamental and competitive species can increase taxonomic diversity [5,121] and has been
shown to produce higher turnover [122]. The stochasticity of the colonisation of disturbed
sites may be related to the fluctuating resource availability hypothesis [123]. Under this
hypothesis, communities are more vulnerable to colonisation by invasive (and native)
species when limiting resources are underutilised, e.g., post disturbance [123]. However, in
this study, there were low numbers of invasive species recorded in disturbed and undis-
turbed sites (6.32% and 9.47% neophytes respectively; not significantly different). The
low numbers were perhaps due to the dominance of the small-scale stochastic effects of
seedling establishment not providing the invasive species with competitive advantages,
as found in a study on understory seedling establishment in Poland [124]. The results of
this study are therefore consistent with invasive species being the products (as opposed to
drivers) of disturbances.

Disturbances may act to filter both native and invasive plant traits [125–127] and
therefore provide a low contribution to the total β in urbanised riparian vegetation [24].
Under the successional theory, disturbances may also favour initial recolonisation by annual
therophytes as opposed to perennial phanerophytes, consistent with this study (Figure 7).
Thus, the proportions of invasive and native life-forms in the regional species pool may
affect community invasive species proportions [128] and therefore β. Variable relationships
between disturbance mechanisms (and scales), species pool characteristics and resource
availability release [129] may therefore explain the highly variable correlations of invasive
species with anthropogenic disturbances within the literature [130–132]. Additionally, a
recent metanalysis found that at low level of dispersal, a disturbance increased β compared
with a high level of dispersal for which the disturbance had a homogenising effect [133].
Both patterns observed by Catano et al. [133] displayed scale dependence, suggesting that
the variable dispersal capacity may affect the observed β in this study.

A small-scale (1 m2) experimental study excluding dispersal concluded that β in-
creased under species competitive exclusions in seeding experiments but decreased in
species removal experiments [134]. Biotic interactions might therefore increase between-
site heterogeneity via competitive exclusions [41], possibly explaining the high levels of
dissimilarity and turnover in this study. However, biotic interactions depend on the ini-
tial starting community [28]. In this study, it was expected that as species abundance
increases from the initial disturbance year (2016) to undisturbed sites, the relative role of
biotic interactions in driving taxonomic dissimilarity would increase [120]. However, the
post-disturbance year did not significantly affect β. The sampling period in this study
(four years) may have been too short for biotic effects to become dominant. For example,
although more isolated (~1 km from intact plant communities), a study on mudflow plant
succession (similar to the disturbance regime in this study, with the complete removal of
above and belowground biomass) found strong initial effects of probabilistic dispersal
on community composition [135]. Biotic interactions only became important later in the
20-year sampling period [135]. Therefore, stochastic dispersal may better explain observed
taxonomic turnover in this study, and longer-term studies may be needed to better un-
derstand how partitioned taxonomic-β changes through time according to community
assembly processes [7].

Although we found high level of total dissimilarity in functional diversity, driven
primarily by turnover (Figure 5; Table 5), both were significantly lower than the equivalent
measures for taxonomic diversity. The nestedness component was larger, relatively, for
functional diversity than for taxonomic diversity. The overall dissimilarity patterns were
nonetheless broadly consistent between functional and taxonomic diversity. This consis-
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tency is in line with previous post-disturbance studies and is expected because the loss (or
gain) of species typically brings the loss (or gain) of functional traits [24,136]. However,
functional redundancy or environmental filtering can decouple functional and taxonomic
diversity [41]. A higher level of functional nestedness relative to taxonomic nestedness has
been recorded in previous studies [137,138]. For example, a depth gradient produced a
higher level of small-scale (transect) functional nestedness in lake macrophytes compared
with higher taxonomic turnover [118]. Similarly, Fukami et al. [27] reported small-scale
functional convergence over time due to environmental filtering, while the taxonomic-β
was constant. The higher levels of relative functional nestedness in this study may be due
to fewer functional strategies than species identities (and abundances) being able to persist
in towpath plant communities. These communities must cope with a high degree of shad-
ing, hydric soil conditions and a high degree of disturbance (e.g., via engineering, annual
vegetation cutback or trampling; Basingstoke Canal Authority, personal communication,
June 2020). However, contrary to previous studies, we did not find nestedness-dominated
functional convergence in this study.

We found no significant change in functional nestedness or turnover (functional con-
vergence or divergence) across years. Varying functional drivers can be explained by
turnover due to dispersal limitations and environmental heterogeneity between sites, while
nestedness is typically associated with a gradual loss of functions over environmental
gradients [139]. Processes operating to regulate functional-β are therefore complex and
multidirectional. Additionally, β displays almost no correlation with geographic distance or
shading, meaning that patterns are not spatially or environmentally structured by variables
recorded in this study (Table 7). The non-environmentally structured β differs from the pre-
vious literature. For example, a macroinvertebrate mesocosm-based drought intensification
experiment found that taxonomic dissimilarity was driven by turnover and functional-
β was driven by varying turnover and nestedness along the disturbance gradient [140].
Spatial and environmental structuring of taxonomic-β and functional-β are often seen at
larger spatial scales [117,138,141,142]. For example, a study on fire disturbances concluded
that half of the (high) taxonomic-β and functional-β, driven primarily by turnover, was
explained by spatial and environmental variables [26]. However, small spatial scales (this
study) are thought to be more influenced by biotic interactions operating at the individual
plant scale (~0.04 m2; [134]). Individuals can alter the functional traits and identities of
surrounding species. Biotic competition drives multi-directional processes of functional
divergence and indirect facilitation via resource partitioning (e.g., in a small-scale study of
semi-arid Mediterranean shrub communities [6]). Post-disturbance release from competi-
tion and more underutilised resources may also result in more viable functional strategies
for coexistence, increasing functional turnover [12,143]. For example, Stępień et al. [144]
recorded rapid post-dredging recovery to pre-disturbance levels (~2 years) for temperate
riparian vegetation. Initial succession by ruderal therophytes and invasive species with
distinct functional traits was followed by an increase in pre-disturbance species in the
second year of succession [144]. Therefore, similarly to taxonomic-β, the high levels of
functional-β in this study, driven primarily by turnover, might be primarily explained by
stochastic biotic interactions driven by probabilistic initial community assemblages, with
additional increases in viable functional strategies in disturbed sites.

4.2. Uncertainty of Functional Diversity

The functional-β value was calculated from global databases, which may not represent
local trait values well [145]. Validation analyses using ordinal UK and continuous global
trait data found strong correlations across the databases for plant height and seed mass
(Figure 4). This concordance suggests that the conclusions drawn for these traits may
be robust to the source of the trait data. However, SLA displayed almost no correlation
between databases, probably because of the relatively high intra-specific variation of SLA
and because small amounts of spatial or sampling variation in leaf area or dry mass values
can dramatically shift SLA values [146,147]. For example, in Kazakou et al. [148], the
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experimental addition of soil nitrogen resulted in a greater variation in SLA than plant
height or seed mass. Further, a study found significant bias towards higher values in all
three traits in the TRY database [149]. The bias resulted from many factors, including
that roadside plants may be preferentially sampled and have higher SLA due to higher
soil nitrogen concentrations. Therefore, multiple-trait FD using secondary data, both in
this study and in other β-partitioning studies (e.g., [118,142]), may not be very locally
representative. Thus, there could be some over- or under-estimation of dissimilarity
between sites [42]. Future research should therefore ideally collect in situ trait data where
appropriate (e.g., SLA). For plant height, however, the age of the plant is typically a key
determinant for a plant measured in situ. Directly measuring height would therefore
be inappropriate for studying community assembly (in which the plant strategy is the
main focus), especially when (as here) the treatments differ in the time since disturbance.
Instead, the normal maximum height of mature individuals of each species should be used,
a purpose for which trait databases are appropriate.

4.3. Disturbed versus Undisturbed β

The disturbed sites had significantly higher levels of dissimilarity (total, turnover
and nestedness) than undisturbed sites for both taxonomic and functional diversity
(Table 4). Additionally, there was a small but significant interaction for disturbed
sites, meaning that the effect of disturbance treatment depends on the β-type. Higher
post-disturbance β values, driven primarily by turnover, have been recorded in many
previous studies [25,116,118]. However, in this study, the significantly lower species
abundances in disturbed sites could partially explain the higher turnover and total
dissimilarity (Figure 3).

Due to the variable impact of species richness patterns in driving total community
dissimilarity, null models are needed to determine whether (at fixed observed species
abundances) the functional-β of disturbed sites differs from random expectation [114]. Our
null model found much higher levels of dissimilarity of traits in disturbed communities
than what was expected by chance (Figure 6). At the 1 m2 spatial grain of this study,
it could be expected that disturbed site trait dissimilarities are attributable to stochastic
biotic interactions. As reported in the previous literature (e.g., experimental seeding experi-
ments [134]), stochastic interactions can be explained by the “limiting similarity” theory in
which competing species functionally diverge to facilitate coexistence [120,150,151]. How-
ever, these patterns may be better explained by dispersal or deterministic environmental
heterogeneity (e.g., variable disturbed soil properties) driving high stochastic turnover.
Functional nestedness could be produced from a subset of species with a high dispersal
capacity or generalist traits suitable for a range of environmental conditions at the spatial
extent of this study (~50 km [7]). For example, a study comparing temporary versus perma-
nent wetland taxa recorded high plant β driven primarily by turnover in more disturbed
temporary wetlands, with weaker nestedness components that were probably due to a
nested subset of disturbance-tolerant species [117].

Given the industrial history of UK canals, dredged soil materials in disturbed sites are
likely to contain spatially heterogenous, elevated nutrient concentrations and contaminants
such as heavy metals and pesticides [152,153]. Pollutants may produce more spatially
heterogenous environmental filters in disturbed sites, resulting in observed trait divergence
compared with relative convergence in undisturbed sites (Figure 6). This is consistent with
disturbed sites being strongly characterised by Juncus effusus, which has high heavy-metal
tolerance [154]. However, the scale dependence of community drivers found in previous
research means that patterns of functional diversity in relation to null expectation in this
study may change at larger scales [16,155].
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4.4. Performance of β Indices

Overall, the Sørensen (or Bray–Curtis) and Jaccard (or Ruzicka) indices resulted
in very similar patterns of β. However, the differential weighting of shared species
between the indices (with βsor measuring the proportion of unique species per site and
βjac measuring the unique species within the species pool by double-weighting shared
species) means that when the relative turnover is less than the total dissimilarity (as
in this study), βsor and βsim will be lower but not maximally differentiated from βjac
and βjtu (Table 3; [98,156]). When using hard-boundary significance thresholds (e.g.,
p < 0.05), small numerical differences between indices, which may not be ecologically
relevant, can lead to differences in overall significance and therefore alter the conclusions
drawn. For example, the functional turnover and taxonomic turnover were significantly
different between the disturbed and undisturbed sites using the Sørensen indices, but no
significant difference was found for Jaccard (Table 6). Importantly, in permutation-tests,
the p-values themselves are sensitive to the number of permutations run [157]. Addi-
tionally, in PERMANOVAs, Sørensen produced significantly higher mean taxonomic
turnover values than values for functional turnover and functional nestedness, whereas
Jaccard produced the opposite pattern. In the previous literature, Sørensen was perhaps
more popular simply due to its initial presentation by Baselga [48]. However, studies
partitioning β using either the Jaccard [139] or Sørensen [24,25,49,116,118,142] indices
without checking the robustness of results to methodological decisions may interpret
ecologically identical conclusions as being distinct. From a broader perspective, this
study highlights support for the use of significance values as measures of context-specific
statistical clarity instead of hard boundaries [158–160], particularly in ecological science
where biological significance may not relate directly to statistical significance [161].

5. Conclusions

Few studies have applied the partitioning of functional-β and taxonomic-β to post-
disturbance communities [24]. Our study, which carried out this partitioning for canal-
bank plant communities disturbed by bank engineering work, indicates that such small-
scale disturbances may increase taxonomic and functional dissimilarity in anthropogenic
habitats without invasive species increases. In disturbance regimes where above and
below-ground biomass is removed (as here), communities may be primarily structured by
random dispersal from the regional species pool. Diversity driven by turnover will promote
locally rare species or functions, whereas within nested communities, only the richest biotas
contain rare species or functions. Therefore, partitioning is informative for conservation.
Our results lend support for local-scale conservation that enhances habitat heterogeneity
to promote taxonomic diversity and its corresponding biotic functions. The results are
consistent with invasive species as “passengers” instead of drivers of diversity change,
with disturbances releasing resources and producing equal colonisation opportunities for
both native and invasive species [123]. Therefore, although some invasive species are
particularly problematic, overall conservation may be better placed to promote biodiversity
via assessing the role of anthropogenic disturbances instead of invasive species [24]. Finally,
this study demonstrates the importance of considering how methodological choices affect
results in community assembly studies.
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